Your pilot in nautical safety

Digital NtM
With the Datema digital NtM service the crew of the vessel will no longer need to worry about getting all the
(paper) corrections on board in time. The weekly Notice to Mariners (NtM) contains all the corrections, alterations
and amendments of the ADMIRALTY charts and publications. They contain critical safety navigational information
that is published weekly. Charts and publications should be kept fully up to date at all times.
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Your pilot in nautical safety
Two subscription types

How to subscribe

Viewing the NtMs

1. Digital NtMs + T&Ps

Signing up for the digital weekly NtM

Once all the attachments of a

Digital NtMs consist of the same

service is easy and can be done by

certain week have been loaded into

information as NtMs on paper. It

the crew themselves. To sign up for

Chartplanner3 you can view them. The

includes the following official NtM

the weekly digital NtM service, you

lists of NtM weeks are based on what

sections:

will need to create an outfit within

has been loaded into Chartplanner.

• Section I: General remarks

Chartplanner3 and subscribe to

When you are just subscribed you will

• Section III: Navigational warnings

the service. If you do not have the

most likely see only one week (the one

• Section IV: Sailing directions

Chartplanner software on board
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• Section V: List of lights

then let us know or download it from

steps). It will also show how many

• Section VI: List of radio signals

our website. If you are interested in

outstanding corrections there are that

• Section VII/VIII: Miscellaneous

subscribing to this service please

need your attention.

publications

contact our digital department for the
subscription procedure.

dNtMs please do not hesitate to

Vessels that are equipped with double
sailing paperless, usually choose for

Loading the NtMs
into Chartplanner3

this subscription type.

Once you are subscripted for the

ECDIS systems and are therefore

If you have any questions regarding
contact our digital department at
digital@datema.nl

digital NtM service you will receive the
2. Digital NtMs + tracings + T&Ps

NtM information each week through

These consist of the NtM information

email. This will be done automatically.

as mentioned at subscription 1 but

The NtM emails are titled: ‘NtM

are extended with the chartblocks

Update’. Once received simply open

and tracings helpful for correcting

the attachments by double clicking on

the paper charts. The tracings can be

them, by doing so chartplanner3 will

printed out on tracingpaper.

open and will begin loading the NtMs.
Be sure to open all attachments from
each NtM email. The amount of emails
depends on whether you have chosen
to split the update into multiple emails
or not.
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